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Abst rac t - -A  numerical method is proposed to approximate he solution of a nonlinear and nonlo- 
cal system of integro-differential equations describing age-dependent population dynamics with spatial 
diffusion. A finite difference method along the characteristic age-time direction combined with mixed 
finite elements in the spatial variable is used for the approximation. Optimal order error estimates 
are derived for the relevant variables. Using nonnegativity of the discrete solution, a stability of the 
method is also proved. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
We are interested in the approximation of the solution of a mathematical  model for an age- 
dependent single species population moving in a limited environment ~ in R 2. The age-space 
structure of the population is described through the density distribution u(x, a, t) where x is 
spatial position, a age, and t time. Following [1,2], we shall consider the following model to 
describe the dynamics of the population: 
ut+u~-d iv (~(x ,p )Vu)+#(x ,a ,p )u=O,  xE~,  a_>0,  t>0,  (1.1) 
/; p(x, t) = u(x, a, t) de, x E f~, t > O, (1.2) 
u(x ,0 , t )  = ~(x,a,p)u(x,a, t )da,  x E f~, t > O, (1.3) 
~(x ,p)Vu(x ,a , t ) .p=O,  xE0~,  a>0,  t>0,  (1.4) 
u(x, a, 0) ---- u0(x, a), x E ~, a _> 0, (1.5) 
where a = ~(x,p) is the dispersal modulus, # = #(x ,a ,p)  the age-specific death rate, D = 
f~(x, a,p) the rate of fertility, and p = p(x, t) the total size of the population. V denotes the 
gradient operator with respect to the space variable and the vector u denotes outward unit 
normal vector to 0R. No flux boundary condition (1.4) represents an isolated habitat. We shall 
consider the population flux 
q = -~(x,p)Vu, (1.6) 
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which is due to random diffusion so that the local flow of population lies in the direction of 
decreasing density [1,2]. Other fluxes have been considered such as q = -s(p)uVp, directed dis- 
persal in the direction of least crowding [1,3], among others. Spatial diffusion in age-dependent 
population dynamics was first introduced by Gurtin [4] and Rotemberg [5]. Since then, the dif- 
fusion age-structured models have been extensively studied by many authors, along with many 
generalizations to the related problems such as two-sex population models, S-I-R models, and 
various other epidemic models. Recently, the effects of spatial diffusion on "infection-age" struc- 
tured epidemic models were discussed in [6-8]. Our present work can be viewed as a preliminary 
step towards the study of these problems. 
Several authors treated various theoretical aspects of (1.1)-(1.5). We refer the reader to, for 
example, [1,2,9-11] for existence and qualitative behavior of the solutions. For the numerical 
study, Lopez and Trigiante [12] used finite difference methods to approximate solutions to the 
problem in the case of a linear flux q = -s(x)Vu and 13 = D(a), p -- p(a). Milner [13] studied 
the case of directed dispersal using finite element methods and derived some error estimates. 
An  application of Galerkin's method to (1.1)-(1.5) was given in [14], and optimal order error 
estimates were derived. For models without diffusion we refer to, for example, [15] and the 
references contained therein. 
In this work, we propose and analyze a mixed finite element method for the first time to 
approximate the population flux and density distribution of the system (1.1)-(1.5). The mixed 
finite element method is designed to compute both approximations simultaneously and with the 
same order of accuracy, be it directly or through post-processing. It seems to yield better results 
than standard finite element methods when an accurate approximation for the flux variable is 
needed. An extensive study of mixed finite element methods can be found in [16,17]. Observe that 
along the characteristics in the age-time direction, (1.1) can be viewed as a parabolic differential 
equation. Thus, parabolic mixed methods [18,19] can be applied to our problem. However, it has 
the peculiarity that these parabolic differential equations are coupled between them due to the 
dependence on the total population of the age-specific death rate and dispersal modulus and also 
due to the age-initial condition (1.3). Following some of the ideas of [14], we lag the evaluation 
of coefficients of (1.1)-(1.5) and compute the age-initial value (1.3) with appropriate numerical 
quadratures, which allow us to obtain a linear scheme. 
The remaining sections are developed in the following fashion. In the next section, we describe 
the numerical method which combines the method of characteristics and mixed finite elements. 
In Section 3, we derive optimal order error estimates in gcc'°~(L2)-norm (the discrete maximum 
norms for the time and age variables and L2-norm for the spatial variable). Finally, we consider 
the hybridized mixed finite element method with the elements recently introduced by Marini and 
Pietra [20]. We show nonnegativity of the solutions and derive a stability estimate. 
2. A MIXED F INITE ELEMENT APPROXIMATION 
We first define some notations to be used in the paper. For 1 < q < oc and m any nonnegative 
integer, let 
wm'q(fl) = {f  e Lq(~) I DC'f e Lq(~t) if Jal _< m} 
denote the Sobolev space endowed with the norm 
II:llm,q;a = lID f[IL~(a) , 
I 
with the usual modification for q = c~. Let Hm(it) = Wm2(f~) with norm [[. Hm;f~ -- If" l[m,~;f~- 
H~ (ft) is the closure of :D(12) in the norm I1" Ilrn;gt, where Z)(gt) is the set of infinitely differentiable 
functions with compact support in it. For 0 < r < oo, let wr,q(ft) and Hr(~) denote the 
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fractional order Sobolev spaces with norms ][. [[r,q;~ and [[. I]r;n [21]. The notation I[" [I will mean 
[[-[]L2(~). Let LP(S; H~(f~)) denote the usual set of functions with the norm 
(f 
where if p = oo, the integral is replaced by the essential supremum. The subscript f~ will be 
omitted in the notation above when there is no ambiguity. To take into account he discretization 
of age and/or time, we shall also find useful the following notations: 
np  At I]x'~lle.(n ~) = Ilxj ll~;. , 
Ilxlleq,~(H~) = X" 
with the usual modification when p or q = oo. 
Next, we shall make some assumptions on the data and solutions of the problem (1.1)- 
(1.5). Observe that the initial age-space distribution u0 given in (1.5) must be nonnegative 
and compactly supported in the age variable for biological reasons. Thus, we shall assume that 
u0 c C°([0, at]; L°°(f~)) is nonnegative and 
u0 (x, a) = 0, for a _> a t. 
Note that the solution u is then compactly supported in the age variable for any time t so that 
u(x,a, t )  = 0, for a > t + a t- 
This implies that all the integrals which appear in this paper are indeed over a finite interval. 
Now, let T > 0 be the final time and let J - [0, a t + T] × [0, T]. Let f~ be a bounded omain with 
C2-boundary 0fL We shall assume that the coefficient t~ : R 2 × R --* R is twice continuously 
differentiable with bounded erivatives through second order and 
0 < e;0 < tc(x,p) < tq < co, for some real numbers n0, nl, 
and that # E CI(j;C°(-~))is nonnegative, -~v and -~p are continuous and bounded. We 
shall assume that the initial-boundary value problem (1.1)-(1.5) has a unique solution u E 
C2(J; H2+Z(f~)) for some ¢, 0 < ¢ << 1. We refer the reader to [2,3,11] for some explicit as- 
sumptions on the data for (1.1)-(1.5). Due to Sobolev's embedding theorem, our regularity 
assumption on the solution implies that u(., a,t) belongs to Wl'°°(f~) and p especially belongs 
to C1([0, T]; Wl,Cc(f~)), which will be needed throughout the paper. In the rest of the paper, we 
shall omit the explicit dependence of any function on the arguments. 
In order to formulate the weak form of (1.1)-(1.5) appropriate for the mixed method, we first 
consider the equations (1.1) and (1.4). Using (1.6) and letting a(p) = n-l(p),  (1.1) and (1.4) can 
be written as the following nonlinear first-order system of equations for q and u: 
a(p)q + Vu = 0, in fl × J, 
ut+ua+divq+#(p)u=O, in fl x J, (2.1) 
q .v=0,  on0f~x J. 
Here, the first equation of (2.1) is the constitutive relation and the second equation of (2.1) is 
the law of population balance [1]. 
C/Lt'MA 30-12-C 
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Let H(div;Ft) = {v E L2(Ft) 2 : d ivv E L2(Ft)}, V = {v 6 H(div;Ft) : v .v  = 0}, and 
let W = L2(Ft). When L2(~) is replaced by Hr(Ft) in the definition of H(div;Ft), denote the 
resulting space by Hr(div; ~). The weak form of the equations associated with (2.1) is obtained 
by seeking a map {q, u} : J --~ V × W such that 
(a(p)q, X) - (div X, u) = 0, X E V, 
(2.2) 
(ut + Ua, w) + (div q, w) + (#(p)u, w) = O, w • W, 
where (., .) indicates an L2-inner product in Ft. 
We shall discretize (2.2) using a finite difference method of characteristics in the age-time 
direction and a mixed finite element method for the spatial variable. Let N be a fixed integer, 
and let At = T/N, A = [at/At + 1], and 
t n=nAt ,  O<n<N,  a j= jAt ,  O<_ j<N+A.  
We refer to the age level aj by a subscript and the time level t n by a superscript. We define a 
directional derivative DX of X along the characteristic t = a, and a finite difference operator D 
as follows: 
Dx(a, t) = lira x(a + At, t + At) - x(a, t) 
At---*0 At  ' 
and for j _> 1,n >_ 1, 
At 
We consider a family of subspaces Vh x Wh of V x W (they may be, for instance, Raviart- 
Thomas [22]; see also [16] for other families) associated with a quasi-uniform family of polygonal 
decompositions of ft by triangles or quadrilaterals, with boundary elements allowed to have one 
curved side. 
In view of (2.2), the mixed finite element discretization appropriate for (1.1)-(1.5) is to seek a 
pair r~n rrn~ .t~..j, u j  ;n,j>_l in Vh x Wh C V x W such that 
NO 0 0 IIhUj, j >_ O, 
pO= E uO At, 
j> l  
(Ct (pn -1) , '~ ,n  _ _ - - j ,X ) - (d ivx ,  U~)=0,  n> 1, j> l ,  X•Vh,  
( 1o) (DU2,w)+(d ivS] ,w)+ #j,h U~,w =0, n>_l, j>_ 1, w•Wh,  (2.3) 
P°= Ev ;At ,  n> 1, 
j>_l 
u;  = u? /,t, n >_ 1, 
j~_l 
where #j~,h = #(', aj, pn), fl,d~,h = Z(', aj, pn) and II ° is the n2-projection onto Wh. 
Note that Up • W is not necessarily in Wh due to the factor ~n We also note that the j,h" 
resulting scheme (2.3) is linear, and hence, uniqueness and existence of the discrete solution 
follow from [23]. 
3. L2-ERROR ESTIMATE 
Let Vh x Wh be Raviart-Thomas-Nedelec spaces of index k > 0 [22,24], let II ° : L2(Ft) ---* Wh 
be the L2-projection, and let FI~ : Hl(f~) 2 --* Vh be the Raviart-Thomas projection which has 
the following useful commuting property: 
div oII~ = H ° o div: H~(Ft) ~ --. Wh. (3.1) 
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These projections have the following approximation properties [18,23,25]: 
IIw - n~wll0,q <_ Chrllwll~,q, o < r < k + 1, 
if w E W C/wr'q(f~), 
II~ - n°wllo,oo < c h~ (log h - l )  ~/~ II~llr+~, 0 < ~ < k + 1, 
if w E H~+I(Ft), 
1 (3.2) 
IIv - rI~,vll0,q <_ Chqlvll~,q, - < r < k + 1, 
q 
if v E V M wr'q(~'~) 2,
[ [d iv (v -  H~v)I [ < Chr[[divv[[~, 0 < r < k + 1, 
if v E V M Hr(div;  f~). 
We now consider the mixed method elliptic projection 
(a(p) (q - ~), X) - (div X, u - ~) = O, X e V, 
(3.3) 
(d iv (q -  q) ,w) + ( I z (p) (u -g) ,w)  = O, w E W. 
It is known [18,23,25] that the projection {~, g} E Vh x Wh exists and has the following properties: 
Ilu - ~ll --- Ch~llull~+ao~, 1 < r < k + 1, 
[Iq - ~11 -< ChrNqll~, 1 < r < k + 1, (3.4) 
[ [d iv(q-~) l l  < Ch~llqll~+l, 1 <r < k+l ,  
where 50k is the Kronecker symbol. It follows from the inverse estimate [26], (3.2), and (3.4) that 
I1~110,~ + I1~110,~ _< q,  (3.5) 
where the constant Q depends on Ilqlll+~ and Ilul12. 
Since the elliptic projection commutes with the differential operator D, we also have the fol- 
lowing estimates [19]. 
LEMMA 3.1. There is a constant C, independent of h, such that 
IID(u - ~)11 < Ch~(llull~+ao~ + IIDull~+ao~), 1 < r < k + 1. (3.6) 
Let ~ = ~ - ~, ( = U-  g, r /=  q -  ~, p = u -  g. In order to prove our main Theorem 3.2 
below, we need the following estimates (3.8)-(3.10). First, for n _> 1, 
fo c~ un(a) da liP" -p~l l - -  u'~,xt- <_ c {ll~lle,(L=)+ IId~lle,(L=)+ At} ,  (3.7) 
and 
Ug - u~ = ~_, ~hU'~At  - ~(a, pn)u'~(a) da 
j>_l 
= ~_,Z2,h(Uy-u'))/xt + ~.,{Z2h-Z;}u2/Xt +o(At) 
j>_l j>_l 
= y~,h(u '  2 -u'))At + ~_,~p(pn_ pn)u')/',t + o(At), 
j>l j>l 
where the hat denotes evaluation at some intermediate value of the variables. Hence, we have, 
by (3.7), 
IIU~ - u~'ll ___ c {II~IIo(L~) + IIP"IIo(L=> + At} ,  for n > 1. 
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Since ~ = U~ - u~ + p~, we obtain that 
[[~l[ ~ C {[[~n[[t,(L2 ) + [[pn[lt,(L2 ) "k [[p~[[ -}- At}, for n _> 1. (3.8) 
We also need the estimate for the term pertaining to the finite difference operator D. From 
the integral form of Taylor's formula, we have 
1 f(aj,c') 1 II .;ll 2 < ~ J(a¢-l, t"-l) [[Dp[[ 2 ds = -~IIDplIL~(A;;L~),2 n >_ 1, j >_ 1, 
where A; is the line segment joining (aj-1, t n-l) and (aj,tn). Thus, we have 
2 IIDp~'II=At -< IIDpllu(A;L=), (3.9) 
n,j~l 
where A = On,j_>lA~. We also have 
cga ] ]<-  lllD2UHL°°(A'];L=)At" (3.10) 
We are now ready to prove the main theorem. Note that we do not require stability condition 
(CFL condition) relating the time and space step. For the sake of brevity, we introduce the 
following: 
E(T) := At + h" (lluollt~(H~+,o~) + Ilul..--ollt=(H~+,o~) + Ilulle=.=(H~+,o,)) 
+ h'f-Ei (IlulIL=(^,H.+'o,) + IIDulIL=(^;H.+'o,))" 
THEOREM 3.2. Let E(T) be defined as above. There is a constant C independent of h and At 
such that i f  u is sufficiently smooth, then for 1 < r < k + 1 and At  sutI~ciently small, we have 
the following estimates: 
Ilu - Vllt~,~(L=) + I Iq-  ~llt=,=(L=) < Ce(T),  
where C depends on IID2UI]L~(A;L =) and Ilqlll+~. 
PROOF. From (2.2) and (2.3), we have the following equations: 
(a (Pn- ' ) '~ 'y -a (pn)q~,x) - (d ivx ,  U? -u~)=O,  XeVh,  (3.11) 
(-~u? Du;,~)+(div(=7 qT),~) . - i .  . .  - - +(#j,h Uj -# ju j ,w)=O,  weWh,  (3.12) 
Using (3.3), we rewrite (3.11), (3.12) as follows: 
(a (Pn-1)~,X) - (d ivx ,~)=( - [a (Pn) -a (Pn-1) ]~t~,X) ,  XeVh,  
( n - l ,n  w) = (Du~ --Du~, w) (Dq ,  w) + (div ~-~, w) + ,"./,h ',j, 
+ ( [#; ' -  • ° - , , - - . -  ) i~j,h juj , w , w E Wh. 
(3.13) 
We now choose X = ~,  w = ~ in (3.13), and add the resulting equations to arrive at the 
following equations: 
- -  n -1  n n ~ n n (D~,  ~)  + (a(P"-l)¢~, ¢~) + (#j,h ~} ,~; ) = (DP;,{'~) + (Du~ - Duj ,~} ) 
- ( [a (p" ) -  aCP"-~) l~' , (~ ') + ([#~' - , , -1~ ,.h #j,h juj, ~j ] = I + II +I I I  + IV. 
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Note that the left-hand side is bounded below by 
1 (11~}~112 _ 1l~}~_~112) +~oll(}~ll2, 2At 
where so = 1/~1. Using (3.5) and (3.10), we have the following bounds: 
1 
I < ~ (llDp?ll 2 + 11~}~112), 
II _< IIID2uIIL~(A,;;L,)AtII¢'~II 
<_ GIID2uII~(Ay;L2)(At) 2 + ,ll¢}~ll 2, 
I I I  _< 11~211o,~11(}'11 I l k ( f )  - ~ (P" - ' )  II 
<- tl~}~llo,~ll(}'ll I I~plto,~llf - P"- ' I I  
[11~ IIv(L:) + Ilp"-:llv(L ~) + At] ,  _< c:11¢}~1  - - '  
- ~ - ~j,h l{ II~;~ll 
_< c211~11 [{{~-'  II*'(L2) + IIP~-:IIv(L ~) + Aq .  
Choosing ~ = a0/2 in the estimate of II and combining the estimates, we have 
1 [IICII 2 _ II~}L_#II2 ] +~o11¢;~112 2At 
_ . - - ,  2 n - - ,  2 < C3 [II< H,I(L,) + lip H,'(L,) + I]<;]] 2 + IIDP;II ' + (At) 2] + -~H(;H', (3.14) 
or 
[1t:~11' - I I :}~- : l l  ']  + [11:;~-:11 ' - I1 :~-- :  I1'] + ~ol l¢~l l 'a ,  
_ . -1  2 < 2c3at [11~}~112 + I1¢ II~'(L,) + IIP"-:II~'(L') + II~PTII 2 + (at)2] • 
Summing over j ,  1 _< j _< n + A, and using Schwarz inequality, we see that 
__  n 2 n - -1  2 n 2 [11 I1: tl,.(.)] + ,G II + .,.(.) At 
- I1~ II~2(L~) + I1~ "-Il I~(L~) + lip II~,(L~) (At)  ~ , 
j__kl 
o r  
. 2 n-1  2 
- I1~ II~(L2) + I1~ II~(z~) at {11~+~11  II~;-:ll ~} + aoll("ll~,(L,)At 
<~c~[  "~ ,~' 1 _ I1~ IImL~) At + II~"-'II~(L~)At + IIP"-'II~(L~)At + at .~ I I~p;l l~a, + (a~) a . 
It follows from (3.8) that 
(1 2csA,) " 2 
[ n- -1  2 At ~-~ iiDo~.ll2At ]. +c4 IIp~-IlI2A~+II~ II~(L,)A~+ +(A03 
~>1 
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Summing now over n, 1 < n < N, and using Gronwall's lemma, Schwarz inequality, and (3.9), 
we see that for sufficiently small At (e.g., At _ 1/4C3), 
N 2 lie fl~2(L2) + 11¢11~22(L~) 
0 2 2 _< c~ [lie II~=(~=) + llpoll~=(L=) + llplle=,=<L=) + AtlIDplII=<A;L=) + (at)~] • 
Hence, by (3.4) and (3.6), 
Ilell~,=(L=) + II¢II,=,=(L=) < c6 [lle°ll,=(L=) + hrIl,~lo=oll,=(.~+~o.) + h=llull,=,=(..+~o=) 
+h r~ ([,UHL2(A;H~+~Ok) + HDUHL2(A;H~+6o,)} + At]. (3.15) 
Since e ° -- U ° - u ° + pO, by our choice of initial approximation a d (3.4), we have 
lle°ll~(L~) _< Ch~Huoll~=(~=+~o,). (3.16) 
Combining estimates (3.15), (3.16) we obtain 
}lell~,=(L=) + ll¢II~,=(L=~ -<C$(T).  (3.17) 
Substituting (3.17) into (3.14), we easily see that for sufficiently small At (e.g., At < 1/4C3), 
1 [/le2:1112 + CAtC(T)  2] <_ (1 + 4c3at)lle~'_--l~ ii 2 + CAtS(T)  2. 
Ile~ll~ < 1 - ~c~At  
Recursively using this inequality, we obtain that 
{e 
¢JAtHe~-J[[2 -4- (e cjAt - 1)CE(T) 2, for n > j, 
I[e~[[2 --~ ecnAt[[¢_n[[2 + (e ~nAt -- 1)C$(T) 2, for j _> n. (3.18) 
Using (3.17) in (3.8), we see 
Ile~ll < CE(T), for all n _> 1. (3.19) 
As in (3.16), we find 
[[eO[[ _~ Chr[[uo[[t~(H~+6ok), for j _> 0. 
This together with (3.18) and (3.19) implies that 
llell~,~(L=) -< C$(T), 
which completes the proof in view of (3.17) and (3.4). | 
REMARK 3.3. Theorem 3.2 shows that the error estimates are optimal in order and also optimal 
in regularity with respect to the spatial variable for r > 1 (which requires k > 0), for the 
constant C depends on Ilql[ l+e. As expected, the same order of accuracy is achieved both for the 
population flux and density distribution. 
4. HYBRID IZAT ION AND STABIL ITY  
In this section, we shall consider the hybridized version of our discrete scheme which in practice 
provides an easier way to compute solutions. The idea is to relax the continuity requirement 
on the normal components and to enforce it back via the use of Lagrange multipliers. This 
procedure is quite general and can be applied with the elements described before. However, 
in order to achieve the nonnegativity of the solution, it is very useful to consider the elements 
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recently introduced by Marini and Pietra [20], since it will produce a final matrix which is an 
M-matrix if the triangulation is of weakly acute type (every angle of each triangle is _< ~). 
The Marini-Pietra elements are defined as follows: let Th be a decomposition of fi into triangles 
and let Eh the set of edges of triangles of Th. For each triangle K c Th, 
V(K)  = span {r  I , v 2, T3}, 
W(K)  = Po(K), 
L(OK) = Po(OK), 
where 
v 1 = (1,0), "r 2 = (0, 1), "1" 3 = (T3, T3), 
such that v 3 E (PI(K)) 2 and, for a chosen edge e of K, 
( r  a- ve,1)e = 1, 
( r  a- v~, 1)7 = O, V'd ¢ e, (4.1) 
(r 3 ,1 )K=(r  3 '1 )K=0.  
The condition (4.1) determines a one-dimensional manifold; v a can be chosen arbitrarily as an 
element of this manifold. In particular, v3 can be chosen as the element of minimum norm [20], 
for example. 
Let Vh = {T e n2(fi)2 : rlK e V(K) VK e Th}. Let Lh = {g • L2(Eh) : gle • Po Ve • Eh}. It 
will be convenient to use the following notations: 
(divx, W)h = E f .  wd ivxdx '  
KC,'Z" h 
4e, x)= Z £ 
K6"D, K 
where the vector VK denotes outward unit normal vector to OK. 
The hybridized mixed finite element method for (2.3) is to seek a pair r=n rrn ~n~ t~j  , taj , Aj n,j>_l in 
Vh X Wh x Lh such that 
uO o o /50 -=n,,uj, j>o, =EO°At, 
j_>l 
(a(/3'~-1).~.2,X) - (d ivx ,  Oa)h = d(A],X) , n, j >_ 1, X • CCh, 
(DOa,w) + (div~y,W)h + (#(aj,pn-1)Oa,w) = O, n, j > 1, w • Wh, (4.2) 
d(g,.~.~) = 0 n, j> l ,  gCLh,  
Pn= E~r~At ,  n >_ I, 
j>_l 
~7~ = E /3(a j ,P~- l )U~At ,  n >_ 1, 
j_>l 
where 1I ° is the L2-projection onto Wh. 
The following proposition is an easy consequence of [27]. 
PROPOSITION 4.1. Problem (4.2) has a unique solution. Moreover, if l-iron, ~'jrrn' ^J~n~nO>X is the 
,~n  n solution of (4.2) and {~j ,  Uj }n,j>l is the solution of (2.3), we have 
~,~ =n and UT = V ~, n, j > l. 
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It follows that /~ = pn and U~ = U~. If Th is of weakly acute type, then we can easily obtain 
the following proposition [20,28]. 
PROPOSITION 4.2. If we eliminate .~.~ and U s in (4.2), element by element, by static condensa- 
tion, the resulting matrix, acting on the unknown A~ onl~ is an M-matr/x. 
An immediate consequence of this proposition is that for n, j > 1, the solution A~ is nonneg- 
ative and so is U s.  Then, it follows from Proposition 4.1, that for n, j k 1, U s > 0, and hence, 
pn. and U~ are nonnegative by (4.2). 
Now we are in a position to prove a stability result. 
THEOREM 4.3. Assume f l(x,a,p) _< ~ < +oo. Let T = NAt  and 0 < At _< (1/4~). Then, there 
exists C = C(~, T, at) > 0 such that 
IIU~'l[ < C(~,T, at)IlUOIIL~(O,o,;L2), 
and 
IIP"II < C(~,T)IIP°II, 
for all 0 < n < N and O <_ j <_ n + A. 
PROOF. Take X = "~'~ in (2.3)3, w = U s in (2.3)4, add the resulting equations, and use the 
inequality a(a - b) > (1/2)(a 2 - b 2) to show that for j, n > 1, 
IIU?ll <_ IIU~-~lt, 
which in turn implies that by (2.3)5, (2.3)6, 
< f IIU°-.ll -< II~olIL~<O,+;L:>, for j _> n, 
IIU~II (4.3) 
- [ IIU~-Jll <_ ~llP"-Jl I, for n > j. 
It remains to bound pn. To this end, we now multiply (2.3)3, (2.3)4 by At, sum over 1 <_ j < n+A, 
and take w = pn and X -- ~ j> l  A t~,  then add the resulting equations to obtain 
) -A~ , pn <_ (U~, pn) <_ ~lle~ll2, 
for U s and pn are nonnegative. Using the inequality a(a - b) > (1/2)(a 2 - b2), we find 
ItP"-ll[ 2 
IIP"II2 -- i -2~'  
which implies that for At sufficiently small (e.g., At _< 1/4~), 
[[p~]]2 _< (1 + 4/~At)[[V~-l[[ 2 _< e4~T[[P°[[ 2. (4.4) 
Since HP°[[ < C(at)[[UO[[Loo(O,a.t;L',), the proof is completed with (4.3) and (4.4). | 
In order to assure our theory, numerical experiments will be performed and reported elsewhere. 
In the context of developing a fast solver, it would be desirable to consider a parallelizable iterative 
domain decomposition procedure based on hybridized mixed finite element [29] since the mixed 
finite element method turns out to be applicable to this type of nonclassical problem (1.1)-(1.5). 
This will be a subject of a future research. 
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